NOAA 2018 Summer Positions “NOW OPEN”

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0038
Position:  Student Trainee (IT)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZP-2299-1
Location:  Gloucester, MA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487986700

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0041
Position:  Student Trainee (IT)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZP-2299-1
Location:  Juneau, AK
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487987700

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0029
Position:  Student Trainee (IT)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZP-2299-2
Location:  Silver Spring, MD
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487988000

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0042
Position:  Student Trainee (IT)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZP-2299-2
Location:  Juneau, AK
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487993300

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0020
Position:  Student Trainee (Office Support)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZS-399-2
Location:  Silver Spring, MD
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487993700
Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0021
Position: Student Trainee (Office Support)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZS-299-2
Location: Norman, OK
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487994000

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0023
Position: Student Trainee (Office Support)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZS-399-2
Location: Santa Rosa, CA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487994100

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0022
Position: Student Trainee (Office Support)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZS-399-2
Location: Arcata, CA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487994600

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0024
Position: Student Trainee (Office Support)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZS-399-2
Location: Portland, OR
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487995200

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0025
Position: Student Trainee (Office Support)
Pay Plan: Series, Band: ZS-399-2
Location: Seattle, Washington
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487996200

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0026
Position: Student Trainee (Office Support)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZS-399-2
Location: Long Beach, CA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487997000
Announcement# SO-WFMO-2018-0027
Position: Student Trainee (Office Support)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZS-399-2
Location: Sacramento, CA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487997400

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0028
Position: Student Trainee (Office Support)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZS-399-2
Location: Juneau, AK
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487997700

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0030
Position: Student Trainee (Physical Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZT-1399-2
Location: Norman, OK
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487999500

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0031
Position: Student Trainee (Physical Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZT-1399-2
Location: Boulder, CO
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/487999900

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0030
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZT-499-1
Location: Seattle, WA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488000200

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-0019
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZT-499-1
Location: Juneau, AK
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488001000
Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0011
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZT-499-2
Location: Santa Rosa, CA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488001200

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0012
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZT-499-2
Location: Arcata, CA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488001900

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0013
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZT-499-2
Location: Portland, OR
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488002300

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0014
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZT-499-2
Location: Seattle, WA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488002700

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0015
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZT-499-2
Location: Long Beach, CA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488002900

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0016
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZT-499-2
Location: Sacramento, CA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488003600
Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0017
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZT-499-2
Location: Juneau, AK
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488004800

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0037
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZP-499-1
Location: Gloucester, MA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488005000

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0039
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZP-499-1
Location: Juneau, AK
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488005800

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0035
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZP-499-2
Location: Silver Spring, MD
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488006200

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0036
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZP-499-2
Location: Seattle, WA
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488006600

Announcement#: SO-WFMO-2018-0040
Position: Student Trainee (Biological Science)
Pay Plan, Series, Band: ZP-499-2
Location: Juneau, AK
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/488007100